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INTRODUCTION.
In the early times torches v/ere the only source of
artificial illumination knovm. It was not until about 1400 that
a means of separating tallow was invented, and the candle came into
use. After this until 1855, about 20 years after the discovery of
coal gas, very little progress v/as made in the development of
artificial illumination. Then gas began to come into use. In 1860
petroleum v/as discovered and the kerosine lamp came into use. About
thirty years ago electricity began to replace the kerosine lamp,
until todajr except in isolated places, the chief sources of artifi-
cial light are electricity and gas.
In order to compare different systems of illumination
there must be some means of comparison. Consequently we have the
candle power, foot candle, m.ean spherical candle pov/er (M.S.. C . P . )
,
and etc. The candle pov er is the unit by which the intensity of
a source is measured. Thus a light is said to have an intensity
of one candle pov;er when it has the same intensity as a sperm
candle which burns 20 grams of sperm in 10 minuter. This is the
English unit of intensity. The German unit is .9 of the English
one, while the French unit is 9.64 times the English one. As the
intensity of a source may vary in different directions , the average
intensity is often of more importance than the intensity in any one
direction. Consequently, we speak of the mean spherical candle
power (M.S. CP.) of a source, meaning the average intensity of the
said source, "^'hus if it is said that a source has an intensity of
one I.'.S.G.P., it would mean that the average intensity of that s
source is one candle power. However, in order to find the amount
of li^ht in any one point, it is necessary to know the distance

that the point is from the source as well as the intensity of the
source. Consequently, another unit has been divised namely, the
foot candle. A footcandle is t^ e amount of light received on a
point in a plane perpendicular to the ray of light at a distance
of one foot from the source of light whose intensity is one candle
power.
As light is given off in all directions, the amount of
light received on any surface v;ill vary inversly as the square of
the distance from the scource. Also it is evident that the amount
of light will depend directly upon the intensity of the source.
Thus if E represents the normal illumination at an^f point, I , the
intensity of the source, and D, the distance from the point to be
considered, Y.'^l/Tf'oT E = k x l/'D^ , If E is measured in foot candles
I, in candle power, and D, in feet, The constant k will equal one
and, consequent ly , dissapear. "hen E = I/D^.
But it is very seldom that the normal illumination at any
point is wanted, usually, the horizontal illumination or even the
vertical illumination being wanted.
Now from Fifj.l it is evident that
the illumination on a horizontal
plane ( Ej^^) will be the product of
the intensity of the source divided
H
Fig. 1
by the square of the distance from the source to the plane times
the cosine of the angle between the vertical and the direction of
the ray Ej^ = cos ©
,
where O is the angle between the direction
of the ray and the vertical. Similiarly the vertical illumination
E^ =
^2 sin -e. In Fig. 1 let H be the distance of the light above
the plane of illumination and L the distance along the plane of
illumination from the foot of the perpendicular through the source
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Fig, 2.
Distribution of light in a vertical plane around a
200 candle power (250 watt) series tungsten lamp.

4Fig. 3
Distribution of light in a horizontal plane
aroiind a 200 candle power (250 watt) series tungsten
lamp.





7Fig. 6.
Photometric curve of a 100 watt tungsten lamp
fitted with a steel reflector of the Extensive type,
i
I

8Photometric curve of a 60 watt tungsten lamp
fitted with a focusing type Holophone reflecter.

9of light to the point considered.
H
'i'hen D - cos
H
I
Therefore D = cos and as H^^ = -j^zcos 0, by substituting for D,
Ej^ = ^4Cos'©. Similiarly = I ^sin^0. As it is very much easier
to measure L than D these are much better formulae than the
origional ones.
The ordinary incondescent lamp has various intensities
in the different directions as can be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
These figures show the intensity in all directions in both a
horizontal and vertical plane through the center of a 200 candle
power series tungsten lamp. From Fig. 2 it is evident that the
intensity is greatest in a horizontal direction, while it is
absolutely zero directly above the socket, and very low at the
tip. Frori Fig. 3 it is evident that the intensity is very uniform
in the horizontal plane, '"^ith reflectors the intensity in various
directions can be varied to suit the conditions as shown by figures
4, 5, 6, and 7. Thus a reflector may be selected which will
distribute the light in practilly any way it may be wanted depending!
upon the class of work that is to be done.
Some rooms require more light than others, for instsmce
a drafting room must be much better illuminated than a hall or
lecture room. Consequently, lightin^^, is divided into several classei:
as follows, bright, medium, and low. There are no sharp division
liner between the different clasces, but bright illumination
would be that where there are only 2 or less square feet of
horizontal illuminating surface per I'.S.C.P., while medium ill-
umination would be that where there are from 2 to 4 square feet
of horizontal illuminating surface per !'. S. C. P., and low ill-
umination would be that where there are more than 4 square feet
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per M.S. CP. i'Vnother way to separate the divisions is as follows :-
Bright i' liimination where there are 30 cubic feet or more per M.S.
CP., Medium illumination where there are 30 to 60 cubic feet per
L'.S.C?., and L^v; illumination where there are 60 or more cubic
feet per r.S'.CP. As the amount of light required for any roor;
depends upon the purpose of the room, the following table has been
prepared showing the amounl of illumination needen for various
purposes
.
Halls and Corridors require .5 to 1 foot candles.
Auditoriums
Reading Roor.:s
Drafting Rooms
Desk lighting
Store lighting depends upon ^he goods handled as some goods absorb
more light than others. For Instance a store where dark goods as
clothing are handled would require almost as much illumination
as a drafting room, while a store where light goods as china-v;arc
are handled would require only about as much illumination as an
ordinary office building. If the walls and ceiling of a room are
light in color the effect of a given lighting system would be
considerably greater than if they were dark. Thus if the rooms are
finished in white the system, will be almost twice as effective as
if T-hey were finished in dark colors.
In calculating the size number and spacing of the lamps
for any room for direct lighting, many things must be taken into
consideration, "^he outlets must be as few as possible, yet to give
an even distributed illumination they should be not more than 10
or- 12 f-ret apart or about 5 or 6 feet from tLe walls. Of cour'se
the installation cost will be smaller when the outlets are few in
1. to 3 "
2. to 4 "
5. to 10 "
2. to 5 "
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number. Also the larger the lamp the smaller the cost per candle
power as a 100 watt lamp costs only |l.35 while four 25 v/att lamps
riving the same amount of light would cost $2.60 almost twice as
much, two 40 watt lamps while developing only 4/5 as much light
as the 100 watt lairip would cost five cents m.ore than that lamp.
Also the r:ore lamps the greater the number of reflectors and globes
needed. Thus while good illumination demands mays outlets the cost
of inrtallation and up-keep tend to keep the number of outlets
down
.
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PART I.
Method of Calculating for Direct Lighting.
One way of calculating the size and number of lamps
required in any room is the assume the number of cubic feet per
mean spherical candle power to be allowed. Then to find the number
of mean spherical candle power needed all that is necessary to do
is to divide the number of cubic feet of space in the room by the
number of cubic feet per m.ean spherical candle power. The next thinfj
is to decide upon the arrangement of the arrangement of the lamps
and after that the number and kind.
Now fi-om table no.l, and the Table No. 1.
total I/'.S.C.P. needed as Size of Lamp M.S. CP.
in ^^atts.
found above, the number that 25 15.6
is needed of any kind of 40 24.
lamp may be found. After 60 37.
the :-ind, number, and 100 62.5
arrangemen ':. of the ] amps 150 94.
and reflectors has bee.^ decided i.pon, the amount of illumination
or: the plane where the light is wanted must be calculated in order
to check the results.
The lighting of six rooms was calculated my the method
indicated above. These rooms have been numbered 1 to 6 inclusive
for the sake of reference, and are situated in Lincoln Hall, Univ-
ersity of Illinois. At present they are lighted by the indirect
method. Room 303 is marked No. 1
" 108 " " No. 2
" 117 " " No. 3
108 " " No. 4
" 214 " No. 5
Woman
s
Rest Room " " No. 6
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Calculations of Direct Lighting for the 6 Rooms Mentioned Above.
The dimentior.s of room No. 1 are follov/s, length 25
feet, width 25 feet, height 13-^ feet, and volume 8450 cu,ft.
This room is a lecture room so 40 cu.ft. were allowed per M.S. CP.
Therefore 8450 40 or 211 U.S. CP. are needed. From Table No.l
it is evident that this room v/ould require 13.6 - 25 watt lamps,
8.8 - 40 watt lamps, 5.7 - 60 watt lamps or 3.4 - 100 watt lamps.
From an inspection of the room ( Fig. 8a) it is seen that it
would be best to arrange the lamps in four clusters , consequently
there must be four or some multiple od four lamps in the room.
By choosing 100 v:at lamps with enameled steel reflectors and
putting them 6-|- feet from either wall ( see Fig. 8a)
,
enough
illumination will be obtained and this illumination v/ill be fairly
evenly distributed, ""he lamps would be hung 3 feet from the ceilin
and as the working plane is 2j. feet from the floor, they will
be 8 f;et from the plane to be Illuminated.
J
Now as the horizontal illumination is equal to g^cos^9
and as the illumination at many places is to be calculates, tables
3, 4, and 5 were calculated. A curve was plotted between L and
Ej-^ for each of these tables, L being plottf^d as abscissa and E^^
being plotted as ordinater
. "^hese curves and tables were then
used in the calculation of ..he illumination at any point, table
No. 3 being for a 40 watt xarap, table No. 4 for a 60 watt lamp,
and table No. 5 for a 100 watt lamp. As one 100 watt lamp per
cluster was used for this room , table No. 5 with its corresponding
curve was used in the calculations.
From this table the illumination at various places in
the room ( marked a, b, c, d, etc. in Fig. 8a) was calculated by
adding the amount of light received from each lamp together. Now

as the room has light colored walls and ceiling 40% was added to
these figures because of the light reflected fro:.; then. In this
wa3^ the illumination was found to vary from 1,2 foot candles at
the corners to 3.45 foot candles near the center of the room.
Table No. 6 shov/s the amount of illumination at all the points
marked in figure 8a. In this figure lines were drawn connecting
points of equal illumination. Also from this figure it is evident
that the illumination in almost all parts of the room is greater
than 2 foot candles , which is all that is required in a lecture room
Figures 8b and 8c are cross sections through various parts of the
room showing the di stributatlon of the illumination.
In this way the lighting of the other five rooms was
calculated
.
These results are tabulated in tables Mo. 2, 7, 8, 9,
10, and 11, and diagrams of the room showing the di stributation of
the illumination similar to figures 8a, 8b, 8c, were drawn
'
( see
figures 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d,lla, lib, 11c, lid, 12a
12b, 12c, 12d, 13a, 13b, i:>c, and 13d).

ABLE No. 2 (Part 1)
No. 1
25»
25*
8450 cu. ft
Lecture
40
4
100 watt
Extensive
type
steel
No. 2
25*
16»
13^'
5450 cu. ft
Class
30
5
60 watt
Extensive
type
Holophone
No,. 3
30i»
18-^'
13-1'
7630 cu. ft.
Class
30
6
60 watt
Extensive
type
Holophone
8* 8» 8'
Room
Length
Width
Right
Volume
Purpose
Cu ft. per
M.S. CP.
No. lamps
Kind "
" reflector
Distance
from lamp to
illuminating
plane
Arrangement
of lamps
4 clusters
1 lamp each
5 clusters
1 lamp each
6 clusters
1 lamp each
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Room
Length
Width
Height
Volume
Purpose
Cu. ft. Toer
M. S.C.I'.
No. lamps
Kind
TABLE No.
No. 4
39*
25'
13^'
13800 cu, ft.
Library
20
12
60 watt
" reflector Extensive
typ^
Di stance
from lamp to
illuminating
plane
Arrangement
of lamps
Holofh one
8*
6 clusters
2 lamps each
2 (Part 2)
No.
5
10'
13i'
2500 cu. ft.
Office
20
4
60 watt
Extenrtve
type
Holophone
8*
2 clusters
2 lamps each
No. 6
19'
10
»
13i'
2590 cu. ft.
Rest room
30
6
40 watt
Extensive
type
Holophone
8»
2 clusters
3 lamps each

TABLE No. 3
Relation between Eand L for 40 watt tungsten lamp with
extension tj'^pe Holoplione reflector H - P ft.
. _ 3 -
L
ft.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
24
7*8*
14 4
20 34
26° 34
32*^
36 ''54
41*" 12
45"
48° 20
51" 25
54*
56* 20
58° 25
60' 15
61^35
63° 30
66^* 5*
68° 10
71 35
s I
CP.
H
ft.
J. owe. \J
ft. candles
1 26 64 .406
.978 26.5 64 .404
.91 27.5 64 .392
.82 31 64 .396
.715 34 64 .380
.61 37 64 .352
.515 38.5 64 .310
.425 39.5 64 .262
.355 39.5 64 .218
.295 38 64 .175
.245 36 64 .134
/204-. 33 64 .105
.17 31 64 .082
.144 29 64 .065
.122 27 64 .052
*105 26 64 .043
.089 25 64 .035
.067 23 64 .024
.051 22 64 .018
.032 20 64 .010
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TABLE No. 4
Relation between E ard L for a 60 watt tungsten with
extensive type Holophc^ne reflector, H — 8 ft.
L
ft.
Cos •© I
CP.
H E
ft. can
1 46 64 .72
1 .978 47 64 .718
2 14°4' .910 50 64 .711
3 20° 33 • .820 53 64 .680
4 26° 34 » .7150 56 64 .625
5 32° .610 62 64 .590
6 36° 54 • .515 66 64 .530
7 41" 12 • .425 71 64 .470
8 45° .355 70 64 .390
9 48° 20 • .295 68 64 .314
10 51° 20 • .245 62 64 .237
11 54° .204 59 64 .188
12 56' 20 • .170 55 64 .146
13 58° 25 • .144 50 64 .112
14 60° 15 • .122 47
15 61° 35 • .105 45 64 .074
16 63' 30 • .089 44 64 .060
18 66' 5 • .067 41 64 ,430
20 68* 10 » .051 39 64 .031
24 71° 35 • .032 37 64 .018
32 76" .014 35.5 64 .008
40 78° 20 • .007 34.5 64 .004

U. OF t. E. 3. FORM 3

TABLE No. 5
Relation between E and L for a 100 watt tungst-n lamp
with extensive type Holopiioiie reflector. H - 8 ft.
L
ft.
Cos ^ I
CP.
H E
ft. candles.
1.000 80 64 1.250
1 7° 8»
.978 84 64 1.280
2 14° 4 •
.910 94 64 1.340
3 20" 34 • .820 102 64 1.300
4 26° 34 • .715 109 64 1.220
5 32°
.610 115 64 1 .100
6 36** 30 • .515 119 64 .955
7 41° 12 » .425 121 64
.804
8 45°
.355 124 64
.683
9 48° 20 • .295 123 64
.567
10 51° 25 • .245 122 64
.466
11 54°
.204 121 64
.396
12 56° 20 • .177 l;-;0
13 58° 25 » .144 119 64
.268
14 60° 15 » .122 118 64 .225
15 61° 35 » .105 117 64
.192
16 63*30 •
.089 116 64
.161
18 . 66' 5 • .067 113 64
.118
20 68° 20 • .051 110 64
.088
24 71° 35 »
.032 106 64
.053
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In
Fig. 8a.
Direct lighting distribution for Room No. 1
•
^ ) points atwhiih illumination was calculated
X A Lamp clusters (1-100 watt tungsten lamp)

3^gE?- Disf-r/bufqt'on of light qjorig line k'K"o>' Prg Si
Horizontal scale 1=5'
-TTT
£ bistributation of light along lineW'N"of Fig ^a.
, OF I. E. S FO^
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TABLE. No. 6
Illumination at various points in Room K0« 1
for a direct sustem of lighting.
Point Lamp A Lamp B Lamp C Lamp d Total 1.4 Total
a 1.03 .20 .20 .06 1.49 2.08
b 1.18 .16 .32 .09 1.75 2.45
c .75 .14 .74 .14 1.78 2.49
i d .32 .09 1,18 .16 1.75 2.45
1
e .20 .06 1.03 .20 1.49 2.08
f 1.18 .32 .09 .16 1.75 2.45
g 1.31 .37 .37 .14 2,23 3.12
h .93 .30 .93 .30 2.46 3.44
i .37 .14 1.31 .37 2.23 3.12
k .16 .09 1.18 .32 1.75 2.45
1 .75 .75 .14 .14 1.78 2.49
.93 .93 .30 .30 2.46 3.44
n *61 '.61 .61 .61 2.44 2.42
o
1
.30 .30 .93 . 93 2.46 3.44
P .14 .14 .75 .75 1.78 2.49
q .52 1.18 .09 .16 1.75 2.45
r .37 1.31 .14 .37 2.23 3.12
s
.
.30 .93 .30 .93 2.46 3.44
t .14 • 37 .37 1,31 2.23 3.12
u .09 • 16 .32 1.18 1.75 2.45
V .20 1*03 .06 .20 1.49 2.08
w .16 1.18 .09 .32 1.75 2.45
X .14 .75 .14 .75 1.78 2.49
y .32 .16 .09 1.18 1.75 2.45
z .06 .20 .20 1.03 1.49 2.08

Fig. 9a.
Direct lighting distribution for Room No. 2
*
^) points at which illumination was calculated
XA Lamp clusters ( 1-60 watt tungsten lamp)
Scale 1" = 5*

U. or [. S. S. FORM 3
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TABLE Ro, 7
Illumination of various points ofRoom No .2
for a direct system of lighting.
Point Lamp A Lamp B Lamp C Lamp D Lamp E Total 1. 4 Total
a .69 .28 .17 .045 .03 1.045 1.46
b .62 .62 .24 .045 .045 1.56 2.20
c .28 .69 .17 .03 .C45 1.045 1,46
d .69 .28 .45 .13 .07 1,49 2.08
e .62 .62 .59 .115 .115 2.06 2.88
f .28 .69 .45 • 07 .13 1.49 2.08
g .425 .425 .59 .14 .14 1.70 2.38
h .35 .35 .725 .35 .35 2.125 2.97
.14 .14 .59 .425 .425 1.70 2.38
k .13 .07 .45 .61 .28 1.49 2.08
1 .115 .115 .59 .62 .62 2.06 2.80
m .07 .13 .45 .28 .69 1.49 2.08
n
.
.045 .03 .17 .69 .28 X . u^to X . *o
o .045 .045 .24 .62 .62 1.57 2.20
P .o3 .045 .17 .28 .69 1.045 1.46
.50 .13 .12 .03 .02 .80 1.12
s .34 .11 .37 .34 .11 1.27 1.77
t .62 .62 • 13 .03 .03 1.13 2.00

29
Direct lighting distribution for Room No.
3
[ ^) Points at which illumination was calculated
XA Lamp clusters ( 1-60 watt lamp each)
Scale 1" =: 5*
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TABLE No. 8
Illumination at various points of Room No, 3
for a direct system oflighting.
Point ]
a
b
c
d
e
f
S
h
k
i
1
m
n
o
P
q
r
.
s
t
u
V.
w
X
y
ip A Lamp B Lamp C Lamp D Lamp E Lamp F 1.4 Tota:
.65 .13 .12 .095 .02 .015 1.58
.665 .425 .115 .08 • 02 .017 1.85
.425 .665 .08 .115 .017 .02 1.85
.13 .65 .095 .12 .015 .02 1.58
.66 .14 .39 .08 .04 .025 1.87
.665 .40 .40 .225 .04 .035 2.82
.40 .665 .225 .40 .035 .04 2.82
.14 .66 .08 .39 .023 .04 1.87
.40 .225 .67 .40 .125 .09 2.69
.39 .09 .65 .125 .125 .05 2.00
.225 .40 .40 .67 .09 .125 2;69
.09 .39 .125 ,65 .125 .05 2.00
.125 .05 .65 .125 .39 .09 2.00
.125 .09 .67 .40 .40 .225 2.69
.09 .125 .40 .67 .225 .40 2.69
.05 .125 .125 .65 .09 .39 2.00
.04 .025 • 39 .08 .66 .14 1.87
.04 .035 .40 .225 .665 .40 2.82
.o35 .04 .225 .40 • 40 • 665 2.82
025 .04 .08 .39 .14 .66 1.87
.02 .015 .12 •095 • 65 .13 1.58
.02 .017 .115 ..08 .665 .425 1.85
.017 .02 .08 .115 .425 .665 1.85
.015 • 02 .095 .12 .13 .65 1.58

Fig. 11a,
Direct lighting distribution for Room No.
4
X A Lamp clusters (2-60 watt lamps each) Scale l"r:5*

U. CF I. S. 3. rORM 3
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TABLE No. 9
Illumination at various points of Room No. 4
for a direct lighting system.
Point Lamp A Lamp B Lamp C Lamp D Lamp E Lamp F 1,4 Total
a 1.06 .11 .09 .035 .02 .ol 1.85
b 1.28 .12 .21 .06 .03 .02 2.41
c .92 .10 .70 .09 .05 .03 2.36
d .40 • 07 1.18 .29 .29 .04 3.18
e .29 .04 1.18 .29 .40 .07 3.18
f .05 .03 .70 .09 .92 .10 2.36
6 .03 .02 .21 .06 1.28 .12 2.41
h .02 .01 .09 .035 1.06 .11 1.85
i 1.28 .35 .09 .06 .01 .01 2.52
k 1.44 .40 .26 .11 .06 .025 3.20
1 1.10 .28 .85 .22 .06 .04 3.57
.41 .14 1.36 .37 .14 .07 3.48
n .14 .07 1.36 .37 .41 .14 3.48
o .06 .04 .85 .22 1.10 .28 3.57
P .06 .025 .26 .11 1.44 .4o 3.20
CL .01 .01 .09 .06 1.28 .35 2.52
r .89 .89 .08 .08 .02 .02 2.77
s 1.06 1.06 .19 .19 .03 .03 3.58
t .75 .75 .55 .55 .05 .05 3.78
u .28 .28 1.00 1.00 .11 .11 3.90
V .11 .11 1.00 1.00 .28 .28 3.90
w .05 .05 .55 .55 .75 .75 3.78
X, .03 .03 .19 .19 1.06 1.06 3.58
y .02 .02 . .08 .08 .89 .89 2.77
z .35 1.28 .06 .09 .01.
. 01 2.52

TABLE No.
Point LsimpA Lamp B Lamp C
aa .40 1.44 .11
bb .28 1.10 .22
cc .14 .41 .37
dd .07 .14 .37
ee .04 .06 .22
ff .025 .06 .11
gg .01 .01 .06
hh .11 1.06 .035
ii .12 1.28 .06
kk .10 .92 .09
11 .07 .40 .29
mm. .04 .29 .29
oo .03 .05 .09
PP ..02 .03 .06
9 (concluded)
Lamp D Lamp E Lamp F 1.4 Tot.
.26 .025 .06 3.20
.85 .04 .06 3.57
1.36 .07 .14 3.48
1.36 .14 .41 3.48
.85 .28 1.10 3.57
.26 .40 1.44 3.20
.09 .35 1.28 2.52
.09 .01 .02 1.85
.21 .02 .03 2.41
.70 .03 .05 2.36
1.28 .04 .29 3.18
1.18 .07 .40 3.18
.70 .10 .92 2.36
.21 .12 1.28 2.41

Fig. 12a
Direct lighting distribution for Room No. 5
• ^) Points for which illtunination v/as calculated
X A Lamp clusters (2-60 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"= 5*
Fig. 13a
Direct lighting cUstrbution for Room No. 6
• ^)points forwhich illumination was calculated
X A Lamp clusters (3-40 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"_ 5'
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TABLE No. 10
Illumination at various points of Room No.
5
for a direct lighting system.
Point Lamp A Lamp B Total 1.4 Total
a 1.14 .23 1.37 1.92
b 1.33 .28 1.51 2.25
c 1.14 .23 1.37 1.92
d 1.28 .60 1.88 2.63
e 1.44 .72 2.16 3.02
f 1.28 .60 1.88 2.63
h 1.08 1.08 2.16 3.02
Is. 1.24 1.24 2.48 3.47
m 1.08 1.08 2,16 3.02
n .60 1.28 1.88 2.63
o .72 1.44 2.16 3.02
s .60 1.28 1.88 2.63
t .23 1.14 1.37 1.92
u .28 1.33 1.51 2.25
V .23 1.14 1.37 1,92

TABLE No. 11
Illumination at various points of Room No.
6
for a direct syctem of lighting.
Point Lamp A Lamp B Total 1.4 Total
a 1.03 X • titiO 1.72
b 1.17 99 R X . OvO 1.96
c 1.03 X . coD 1.72
d 1.14 X . Oi^ 2.27
e 1.43
. oxo 2.86
f 1.14 4-A• ^to X- . 0<5 2.27
h .93
. <7(J X . OO 2.62
k 1.11 1.11 2.22 3.10
m .93 .93 1.86 2.62
n .48 1.14 1.62 2.27
o .615 1.43 2.045 2.86
s .48 1.14 1.62 2.27
t .195 1.03 1.225 1.72
u .225 1.17 1.395 X.96
V .195 1.03 1.225 1.72
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Part II.
Measurement for Present Indirect Lighting Systera.
As the rooms for which the illumination has been calcul-
ated in Parti, are lighted by the indirect method, the illumination
at various points of these rooms was measured in order to compare
the distribution of light under the two methods. Tables 12 to 17
inclusive show the illumination at these various points. These values
were measured directly in foot candles by means of a Sharp-Millar
Portable Universal Photometer.
The body of this instrument is a hard wood box about two
feet in length, having a hinge cover. The movable part of the
photometer is a comparison lamp ( 4 candle power at 96 volts). The
lamp is mounted inside of a metal housing and is carried on a
movable platform. This platform is moved by means of a cord, and drum.
The scale from which the indications are read is a translucent
celluloid one and is set in a horizontal opening in the side of the
box. Inorder to keep out stray light it can be covered with a metal
slide. This scale is illuminated .by the test lamp. The inside of
the box is painted black in order to cut down the stray deflections
of light. In addition to this there are three screens between the
lamp and lenses for the same purpose. These screens are connected
to the lamp stands by means of cords and are mounted on two rails
running the length of the box. They are connected to the lamp stand
in such a way that as the lamp advances it pushes them before it
and as it retreats pulls them with it. The photometric device is a
modification of the Lunmer-Brodhun arrangement
. By means of the
movable elbow tube at the end of the box, light coming from any plane
may be measured. The scale, is calibrated to read directly to foot
candles thus saving many calculations. Fig. 14 shows a side elevation

a-d a plan of the photometer, givins a good idea of the proportions
of each part.
As has been said before the amount of illumination of
each room was measured at various places and the results plotted
in figures 15a, 16a, 17a, 18a, 19a, and 20a, as those for direct
|
lighting were plotted. From these drawings curves showing the
distribution of light in various parts of the rooms were drawn
( see Fig. 15b, 15c, 15d, 16a, etc.).



Tables showing illuinination at various points of Rooms
No. 1, 2,5:3 for the present indirect system.
Room No.l Room No. 2 Room No.
5
Point E Point E Point E
a 2.02 a 2.02 a 2.38
b 1.65 b 1.65 b 2.84
c 1.52 c 1.03 c . 2.80
d 1.23 d 2.30 d 1.90
e 1.15 e 2.04 e . 2.30
f 1.48 f 1.48 f 2.98
g 1.75 g 2.26 g 2.90
h 1.92 h 2.10 h 2.60
i 1.91 i 1.98 i 2.41
k 1.77 k 1.4 k 3.30
.
1 1.42 1 1.97 1 3.10
m 1.95 m 2.1 m 3.02
n 2.15 n 1.00 n 2.18
o 2.08 o 1.30 3.20
P 2.01 P 1.38 P 3.20
q 1.15 q 2.30
r 1.89 r 2.04
s 1.99 TABLES No. 12, 13, & 14. s . 2.60
t 2.02 t 2.50
u 2.00 u 1.64
V .79 V 1.57
V/ 1.42 w 2.10
X 1.33 X 1.46
y 1.35 y 1.00
z 1.38

Rooms
Room No.
4
Tables showing
No. 4,5,^:6 for
illumination at various points of
the present indirect system.
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int E Point E
a 1.17 aa 1.07
b 1.46 bb 1.10
c 1.92 cc 1.54
d 2.20 dd 1.53
e 2.10 ee .74
f 2.00 ff 1.32
g 1.95 1.46
h 1.55 hh 1.87
i 1.52 ii .71
k 2.00 kl: .80
1 2.48 11 .99
m 2.20 mm 1.10
n 2.20 nn .63
o 2.32 oo .54
P 2.00 PP .86
q 1.68
r 2.01
s . 2.00
t 2.32
u 2.45
V 2.34
w 2.56
X 2.24
V 1.88
z 1.28
Room No .
5
Point E
Room No .6
Point E
a 1.52 a 1.94
b 1.85 b 2.08
c 1.87 c 1.23
d 1.33 d .82
f 2.16 e 1.98
e 1.83 f 2.05
S 1.70 g 1.23
h 1.40 h .59
i 1.80 i 1.64
k 1.80 k 1.80
1 1.54 1 1.30
m 1.10 m .56
TABLES No. 15, 16, & 17.

in'
Fig. 15a
Indirect lighting distribution for Room Mo.l
*
^) Points at wMch illumination was measured
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"= 5'

jaiatribution of light along iiVie U'H" of fig 1 5a
I i 1
U. Cr I. e. S. FORM 3

Fig. 16a
Indirect ligl ting distribution for Room No.
2
\ t)) Points at wich illumination was measured
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"= 5'



Fig. 17a
Indirect lighting distribution for Room No.
3
j
^) Points at which ilumi nation was measured
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps each
Scale 1"= 5'

U. OF I. B. S. rcRW 3

Fig. 18a
Indirect lighting distribution for Room No,
4
.
b) Points at which illumination was measured
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps) Scale 1"=: c;»
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Fig. 19a
Indirect lighting distribution for Room No.
5
I
^) Points at v/hich illumination was calculated
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"= 5»
Fig. 20a
Indirect lighting distribution for Room No.
6
» a
.
^) Points at which illumination was calculated
X A Lamp clusters (2-100 watt lamps each)
Scale 1"=5*
Ii
u. or (. e. e. ronM 3

U. OF P. H. W. FOHM 3

CONCLUSION.
By comparing figures 8b, and 8c, with 15b, 15c, and 15d,
figures 9b, 9c, and 9d, with 16b, 16c, and 16d, etc., it is
evident that the indirect system of lighting gives a somewhat more
uniform distributation. In addition to this as none of the lamps
are visable it is impossible to blind the eyes by the glare of the
direct rays always present in a direct syatem. The indirect system
is also noticeable by the absence of sharply defined shadows. In
fact in most of the rooms studied it was almost impossible to find
any shadows at all.
By studying table 18 it will be seen that the power
consumption is greater in the case of the indirect system than in
the case of the direct system. Also the cost of the globes and
fixtures is less for several reasons. The first is that there are
more globes used in the indirect system than in the direct one.
Wle the second is that the fixtures for that system costs consid-
erable more than those for the direct one.
Summing everything up it is evident that the direct system
is the less expensive of the two, both in first cost and power
consumption; while on the other hand the indirect system gives a
light
-hich is much better on the eyes and which is much better
distributed throughout the room. Thus both systems have advantages
and disadvantages and rhould be used according to the surrou]iding
conditions
.

TABLE No. 18
Comparison of costs of installation and amount
of power used in both systems
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Direct lighting.
Room OOSL OI UOSL 01 cost 01 Total Watts
lamps reflectors fixtures cost consumed
1 $5.40 $8.40 $40.00 $53.80 400
o 41;k no
>g>' •oU !i}>50.0u ^62.80 300
3 |6.00 $9.36 $60,00 $75.36 360
4 $12.00 $18.72 $75.00 $95.72 1200
5 $4.00 $6.24 $25.00- $35.24 240
6 $3.90 $7.86 $11.00 $18.76 240
Room Cost of Cost of fixtures Total Watts
lamps and reflectors cost consumed
1 $10.80 $112.00 $122.80 800
2 $5.40 $56.00 $61.40 400
3 $13.50 $140.00 $153.50 1000
4 $16.20 $196.00 $212,20 1200
5 $5.40 $56.0 $61.40 400
6 $2.70 $28.00 $30.70 200



